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ABSTRACT

Japanese electric propulsion activity has entered an
application era involving interplanetary missions. Ion
engines and a magnetoplasmadynamic arjet thruster
developed by national organizations have been successfully
demonstrated as propulsion systems in space. DC amjets
and Hall thrusters am ready for space applications. Basic
researches in universities, institute laboratories, and
manufacturers become intensively focused on applications
as well as fundamental physics of electric propulsion.
FLIGHT

PROPULSION

PLANS

NASDA is also planning electric propulsion
applications to many satellites toward the next century.

space
aKIAstmnaItical
science
@As)
The
id Samde Return Mission &lUSBS-C)
MUSES-C mission was planned to launch by ISAS’s MV launch vehicle in January 2002, to sample the asteroid
Nereus (4660) in September 2003 and to return to the Earth
in January 2006 (Fig. 2). This space program has the
objective to demonstrate; 1) the ion thruster technology,
2) the autonomous control, 3) the sampling method and
4) the direct reentry.
Iostitote of

AND RESULTS

National Space Development Agency of Jqm (NASDA)
Communications and Brozkast~ineeriering
Ta
Satellite (COMETS)
NASDA is scheduled to launch
COMETS (Fig. 1) this winter, the second satellite
cqrippcd with an ion engine system (IFS) for its northsouth station keeping. It is the same system as that of
Engineering Test Satellite -VI @IS-VI). The IBS on
COMETS is composed of 4 thrusters of 25 mN-class, 4
power processing units, 1 thruster control unit, 2
propellant management units and2 valve driveelectmnics.
All components am &signed and manufactured based on
results of IX-VI
IBS development. The IES is planned
to be operated for 3.6 hours a day, 4 times a week.

Fig. 2 Sequence of events for the MUSFS-C, astemid
sample return mission.
Figure 3 shows the spacenaftconfigurationabout 360
kg in weight. A pair of solar array paddles generate 1.4 kW
at 1 AU. All the cruising phase between the Farth and
Nereus the spacccmft will be propelled by a microwave
discharge ion thruster system. The ion thruster will
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Fig. 1 Communications and Bmadmsting Engineering
Test Satellite (COMETS) having ion engine system.
Copyright 0 1997 by the Electric Rocket Propulsion
Society. All rights reserved.

Fig. 3 Configuration of MUSES-C spacecmft using
microwave ion engine system.
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generate thrust for about 800 days between 1 kWmax and
250 Wmin. A single unit of ion thruster is rated as 350W

by an ion source with a beam separator (Fig. 5). Ion current
profiles of this beamlet were measured by a Faradayprobe

electrical powal
so that 3 units am operated at the
maximum. Three units will be devoted to the round trip
interplanetary flight, and one unit is a backup system.

-Y.

Electric Ptooulsion Exneriment tEPE)o
A repetitively
pulsed self-field MPD arcjet thruster system using
hydmzine propellant was successfully operated as EPEX
onboard Space Flyer Unit (SFU) (Fig. 4). The system was
checked out on March 28,1995 and the repetitive firing was
tested cluing a few cktys of experiment period and the
msi&al hydra&e was dumped into spaoe on July 20,
199K2 The evaluated total impulse resulted in good
agreement with the ground data. The specific impulse was
evaluated to have 1,100 set capability as the peak value.
The total firings amounted to 43,395 pulses with the
misfiring mte of less than 0.3 %.

Fig. 4 Space Flyer Unit (SFU) : a reusable space
platform with 13 kind of experiments including the EPEX.
TRAJECTORY

OPTIMIZATION

Fig. 5 Ion source with a beam separator for single
beamlet generation.
Carbon-carbon (C-C) composite grids were fabricated
for a 14 cm dameter ion thruster by a contract with
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation.s The accelemtor grid
plate was made by hot-pressing laminated fabrics of triaxial
weave. Grid holes were drilled by mechanical machining.
The screen grid was fabricated by a special forming.
NAL I NASDA I Toshiba Corporation
A 35-cm damctcr ring-cusp xenon ion thruster (Fig.
6) was fabricated by introducing new designs andtechniques
in the ion accelerating system, thruster racIation cooling,
sputtered material capturing, contamination shieldng and
high voltage brenkdownteduction. TheBBM-1 thruster
was stably operated for 1,000 hours at the thrust of 150 mN,
specific impulse of 3,518 sand total electric powerof 3.29
kW.

ANALYSIS

University of Tokyo
Dcvelooment of an Low Thrust Traiectotv Ontimimtion
Q&
For the low thrust trejectory analysis, a new cede
has combined two optimization methods, DCNLP and
SCGRA. The code can be used not only for minimizing
fuel consumption of avebicle but also optimizing vehicle
configuration and analyzing the effect of thrust
misalignment on a mission performance. 3
ION ENGINE
National Aerospace Laboratory (NAL)
Divergence characteristics of ion beamlcts were
studled experimentally.4 A single beamlet was genemted

Fig. 6

NAUNASDAnoshiba

150mN thruster BBM-I.

Toshiba Corporation
25 mN Ion Engine As for COMETS, Toshiba is
responsible for the ion engine subsystem(IES), and
manufacturing PPU I TCU. Toshiba carried out acceptance
test of IES including ion thrusters, propellant management
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units, and the valve drive electronics made by MELCO and
certified that the IFS performance satisfied its
specifications. After installation on COMETS, system
protoflight test was carried out.
1.50 mN Ion Ermine
Refer to the preceding section.
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation (MELCO)
MELCO has developed 25 mN-class Ion Engine
System (IFS) u&r the contract with NASDA. The IES
was launchedon EfS-VI in 1994 andsuccessfullyopetated
on-orbit.
This year, same IES will be launched on
COMETS.
The carbon-carbon grids, investigated under acontract
with NAL, contain continuous carbon fibers to increase the
structutal strength (Fig. 7). On NASDA’s ETS-VIII in
2002, the improvedIonEngineSubsystem is to beapplied.

was constructed for MUSES-C ion engine en&rance test
(Fig. 8). Two sub-chambers am gated to the main chamber
evacuated by 4 cryogenic pumps. The thruster operation is
monitored and controlled by a UNIX workstation.
NEC Corporation
The development of microwave ion engine system for
primary propulsion of MUSES- C started in 1996. Four of
7 mN thrusterwith 10 cm in diam. will beequipped
An
engineering model (EM) thruster was mamhctured up to
now (Fig. 9), and life verification test is underway
aiming 13,000 hours operation.

Fig. 9

Fig. 7

Concept of continuous fiber C/C grid.

ISAS
Microwave Discharoe IonThruster
Ion source assisted
with the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) was found
appropriate to long-life ion thrusters.6~7 The microwave
ion thruster has several advantages such as the reduction of
power supply units, simplified opemtional seqtencc and
electrockless plasma germ&ion. For MUSES-C, the EM
endurance test is achieving 3,000 hours and continuing.
Endname Test Chamber and Autonomous Thruster

EM of MUSES-C microwave ion engine.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI)
Dcveloument of the Pnmellant cement
Unit of the
MUSES-C Ion EnPine Svstem
MHI is ck?veloping the
Propellant Management Unit @‘MU) of the MUSFS-C
sptzecmft Ion Engine System in collaboration with ISAS
and NEC. Pulse width modulation regulator system is
applied for the PMU (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Schematic block diagram of PMU of the
MUSES-C ion engine system.
University of Tokyo
Develoument of an Efficient ThreeDimensional C&?l&
An efficient 3-cIimensional optics t_o& for ion
Ql&

Fig. 8 ISAS enckusnce test facility for MUSES-C ion
engine system.

thruster research was developed8 This code enables to
calculate not only beam divergence but also ion-sputtering
rate to grids ckre to charge-exchange. Figure 11 is an
example of the calculated erosion pattern on
the
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DC ARCJET

downstream side of the accelerator grid.

Fig. 11 Thecalculatederosion pattemonthe downstream
side of the accelerator gridfor a two-grid system (values am
number of sputtered atoms per square meters).

Osaka University
Low Power Amiet Thruster Research & DevelQpm9n.l
The research program has focusedon the development of a
radation-cooled amjet thruster for north-south stationkeeping for geosynchronous satellites, in cooperation with
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy imktstries Co. Ltd
The
RAT-VII, as shown in Fig. 12, was operated in the wick
electric power range. An electrode gap of 0.1 mm with
swirl flow injection was stably operated below 500 W, an3
a high thrust efficiency of 42 % and specific impulse 458
set was achieved with a 0.4 mm constrictor diameter.

Tokyo Metmpolitm lnstitnte of Tedmology (TMflJ
In TMIT, the study on 30
309
cm cusped ion thruster has started with MELCO support.
The effects of the propellant distribution and the magnetic
field confguration on the performance have been evaluated
experimentally (Table 1).
Table 1 Tvoical Thruster Performance.
“2
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Fig. 12 Cross section of 1-kW-class radiation-cooled
arcjet thruster RAT-VII.

to Ion Thruste&o

Small-sized fullerene cktectable E x B - probe was
developed for the evaluation of the C~ fragmentationand
multi-ionization. Through the inspection of extracted ion
beam, the decmaseof discharge voltage from 40 V to 35 V
can suppress the fragmentation.
The effects of the propellant
RFIon1
feed method on performance have been evaluated
experimentally and the neutral particle density simulation
by DSMC method has been developing. Radial propellant
feed from the axis in the discharge chamber is effective. l2

Spectroscopic
Medium Power Amiet Research
measurement was carried out to understand the flowfield
of a lo-kwclass

watercooled

amjet.13

NH3 and a

mixture of N2 and H2 were used as propellants. The Hatom excitation temperature and N2 rotational excitation
temperature in the constrictor decreasedon the nozzle exit at
input powers of 7-12 kW, although the NH rotational
excitation temperature did not axially decrease significantly
due to longer relaxation time.
Kynshn University
Numerical simulations of partially ionized flows
inside a nukationcooled DC amjet thruster have been
conducted. The following model is consider
1) the flow
is axisymmetric andviscous, 2) vibrational excitations ate
populated by Boltzmannequilibrium, but dissociationsaod
ionizations are in non-equilibrium, 3) species are N2, N,
N2+, N+, 6, 4) equal velocity for all species,

5) an

inflow to the thruster is subsonic and the flow at the nozzle
exit is supersonic, 6) Lorentzforce is neglected, 7) walls am
radiation-cooled. A three-temperature male1 is adopted,
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composed of translational, vibrational and electrontranslational temperatures, so that the problem is described
by the axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equationscoupled with
the electron energy equation, vibrational energy -ion,
species maSs conservation *ions
and electric field
equations(Fig.

13). l4

technology has been also established System verification
test was successfully conducted using ti hydmzine. A
flight model of thruster module is being developed now.
MELCO
MELCO is investigating an application of arcjet
propulsion in the NASDA program calledData Relay Test
Satellites East and West (DRTS-E and W), which are
planned to be launched in 2000 and 200 1, respectively. On
DRTS, 1.8 kW-class hydrazineDC Arcjetis to be usedfor
north-south station keeping.
HALL THRUSTER

Fig. 13
thruster.

Numerical simulation of a low power arcjet

ISAS
A two-dmension like DC arcjet was studed to
observe the &charge chamber how the arc is stabilized
insi& the constrictor. Figure 14 shows a typical arc
&charge inside the submilimeter constrictor with a high
voltage stabilized mode and a low voltage unstable mode,
resnectivelv.

Tokai University
Computational studes have been continued to
understand plasma phenomena in the acceleration channel
and near plume of Hall thrusters. Both electrons and ions
are directly simulated with a Particle-in-Cell (PIG) method
coupled with a Monte Carlo method, by which their
densities (Fig. 15), flux densities, energies and the space
potential are cktermined. The effects of the channel wall
are being examined. l5

Low Voltage Mode
High Voltage Mode
Fig. 14
Real-size submilimeter constrictor flow
visualization using an internally observable arcjet.

MHI
MHl has been developing a 37OW-class hytine
arcjet system in collaboration with ISAS I NASDA. This
was run with N2+2H2 mixtures. The on-off test of 1,600
times, with a mpetitive 15 s firing with 15 s mdationcooling was conducted. The thruster kept specific impulse
of 430 set-450 set during the test. The cknability and
stability was demonstrated
IshikawqiimaHixima Heavy Intsties Co., JAd 0
W has been developing a low power (1 kW or less)
DC arcjet thruster system. The system has achieved
specific impulse higherthan 500 s and efficiency of power
control unit higher than 90 %. Propellant flow control

a)

SPT type

(insulated channel wall)

b)

TAL type
(wallanode)

Fig. 15 Plasma density dstributions in a Hall thruster
with (a) insulated channel wall (SPT-type) and (b) anode
wall (TALtype).
Nagoya University
Plasma oscillations in a Hall Thruster has been
investigated by optical diagnosis in its acceleration channel.
The Hall thruster developedat the Nagoya university has a
length-variable acceleration channel, in which there are 3
windows (f 1.O mm) foroptical pick-upon the insulator as
shown in Fig. 16. The main oscillation frequency lay
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illustrated in Fig. 18b.
Gas Ports,_
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Fig. 16 Nagoya University Hall thruster.

cathode

Fig. 18 Cross sections of quasi-steady MPD arcjet for
near-cathode observation and its divided cathode, a) MPD
arcjel for near-cathode observation, b) Divided cathode.

MPD ARCJET
ISAS
Nonequilibrium reaction effect was incorpomtedto the
previous full ionization and perfect gas model of MPD
arcjet. l7 At a condition J =8 kA, m =2.5 g/s, ionization
fraction stays below unity, which means disparity from full
ionization (Fig. 17). Weak ionization explains lowet
plasma density in the experiment. Also excessively high
temperature near the cathode tip was relaxed in this model,
in which the input energy is absorbed as ionization energy.

Nagoya University
.
.
Analvsis of 3-Drmensronal Axi-Flows Satisfvinn Sonic-Point Con&ions in an MPQ
Multi-dmensional codes were developed
Thruster
taking into account of sonic-point conditions by lawless,
Anode

I

I

I

I

I

IIlllIp
.5

I

IIlSUICdO~

I

.7
I

I

Cathode

.I

Insulator

w

Fig. 19 Typical examples of the obtained MHD flow
field; (a) current stream lines, (b) pressure contours.
Table 2
Fig. 17 Computed ionization fraction (8 kA, 2Sg/s).

J
11.7

Osaka University
Plasma diagnostic measurement and flowfield
analysis in acoaxial MPD channel were made to understand
blowing acceleration, i.e. one-dimensional flowfield l8
There are 2 acceleration zones near the inlet and the outlet of
the channel.
With an MPD amjet designed for near-cathode
observation, as shown in Fig. 18a plasma diagnostic
measurements wem conckrcted in order to clarify the
pumping acceleration mechanism. l9 Current distributions
on the cathode tip were inferred with the dvided cathode

I
kA

v
8.46

Thrust performance.
I

V

F
9.56

I BP

I
N

483

set

I
vi
( 22.7 %

et al. in 1987. For realistic flow analyses, the co& was
extended to allow ionizationlmcombination processes and
to introduce 2-temperature model of a 3-dmensional axisymmetric MHD flow. For mass flow rate 2.0 g/s and
magnetic force number at the inlet catho& edge 10.0, the
current and pressure contoum are shown in F?g. 19. The
thrust performance is given in Table 2.
On the other hand a plume
Plume Diaanostiq
dagnostics of an applied-field arcjet is underway using
diode-laser absorption technique.2Cl
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Hokkaido University
The simulation cock consists of 2 parts, fluid field
calculations by the TVD scheme and electromagneticfield
calculations by the SOR methodamiteratively usedto find
consistent solutions, Flared and convergent4vergent (CD) types of the two dmensional self-field MPD thruster
were treated (Fig. 20). The electromagnetic force dd not
strongly dependon the thruster shape but aerodynamic force
did, for example, the aercdynamic force was suppressed by
a shock wave in the flared type, or by braking force
originated at the thmat structure in the C-D type,
respectively.

quasi-steadly &ring 1 ms with/without

45

an externally

applied magnetic field A high density (more than 1Ol5
cm”) helium plasma is formed in the muzzle region, of
which inner diameteris 3 cm. The plasmaflow velocity is
estimated by Mach pmbes and a time-of-flight FOF)
neutral particle energy analyzer (Fig. 21).
IA1
The MPD amjet thruster and its propellant supply
subsystem were developed by W, and successfully
operated on-orbit in EPEX onboard SFU. The post-flight
checkout revealed no anomaly in these subsystems (Fig.
22).

/Y

/cathode

Fig. 20 Pressure pmfile calculated in a flaredtype MPD
thruster (for total current: 12 kA, mass flow : 1.25 g/s).
Fig. 22
Tohoku University
The MPD amjet is installed in the HITOP (High
density TOhoku Plasma) device, which consists of a
cylindrical vacuum chamber with 0.8m in diam. and3.3m
in length and 11 external magneticcoils with uniform field
strength up to 2 kG. An arc current, Id, up to 10 kA with a
typical arc voltage, Vd of

200 V is fired through a pulse

forming network. A high density arcplasma is blowing off
?Z so,
rzno 6

The MPD arcjet thruster firing after retrieval.

MELCO
MELCO developed Charge Control Unit, Capacitor
Module, Coil Module, Fast Acting Valves and Trigger
Driver Unit, Valves and Relay Driver Unit, Terminal
Unit andControl & Monitor Unit of EPEX onboard SFU
and successfully verified the on-orbit operation of these
pmper interface of command and telemetry. In the postflight inspection, no mechanical failure nor abnormal
discharges were found.
NON-PROPULSIVE

APPLICATION

Osaka University
A ground facility was developed for simulation of
material with space plasma interaction in LEO and for
120

p

100

6
0

0

79

study of spaaxmft charging&charge phenomena.21 The
space plasma simulator consists of a vacuumtank 0.7 m in
dam. X 1.5 m long, 2 turbo-molecular pumps, achieving
some lo4 Pa, andan electron cyclotron resonanceplasma
source of a magnetic-field-expansion plasma accelerator.
The influence of high-energy charge&panicle
bombardment and W light in&anon on chemical

Fig. 21 Temporal evolutions of ion temperature (low
and high) and drift velocity measured by TOF. Id==%2kA.

structure of polyimide films was investigated22
The
films were exposed to oxygen or nitrogen ion beams with
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0.5 keV, to electron beams with 20-30 keV and to UV and
visible light of 250-600 nm.
For applications of ceramic coatings, an MPD arcjet
with acathodecovered by a ceramic material was developed.
The fmnt velocities of ablated Al atoms inferred with a
streak camera were much higher than the plasma velocities
of 200-500 m/s for conventional plasma torches. The MPD
plasma spraying showed that a dense uniform coating with
above 1,200 Vickers hardness was deposited.
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